What is a Cable-Stayed Bridge?
• A cable-stayed bridge, one of the most modern bridges, consists of a continuous strong beam (girder) with one or more pillars or towers in the middle • Cables stretch diagonally between these pillars or towers and the beam -These cables support the beam
• The cables are anchored in the tower rather than at the end • Experiments to consider:
-Cable needs to be tested to see how its stretch varies with the angle to the vertical
• an experiment to determine how much a length of cable stretches when it supports a mass Building A Cable-Stayed Bridge
• The tower of the bridge forms the vertical side of the right triangle -The distance between the points of attachment of preceding cables on the tower should be equal -Likewise, the points of attachment of the cables on the beam of the span should be equidistant.
• You can calculate the length of the remaining cables after the first cable has been installed by applying the proportionality concept or the Pythagorean theorem •The yellow triangle yellow triangle has two sides of 1 1/4" and one side of 1 3/4". So, 1 1/4 + 1 1/4 > 1 3/4
•Both triangles are very close to an equilateral triangle with all sides being equal. This is the strongest triangle. • For medium length spans between 500 and 2,800 feet, cable-stayed is fast becoming the bridge of choice -Modern looking -geometric shapes (eye pleasing as well as necessary for strength) -Cost effective
Strengths of Cable-Stayed Bridges

